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ABSTRACT Fraud is a primary source of organization losses, amounting to up to 5% of yearly revenues.
Process-based fraud (PBF) is fraud involving a deviation from the standard operating procedure (SOP)
of business processes. PBF hinders the achievement of business objectives because business processes
operationalize organizational strategies. A systematic content analysis of the literature was conducted on
fraud detection metrics in business processes. The current state of fraud detection was surveyed by focusing
on PBF metrics while including all relevant conceptual perspectives of PBF detection. The findings indicate
that a large body of research has examined detection metrics for possible fraud, but less attention has been
paid to PBF. In addition, the currently available PBF detection metrics do not adequately address the needs of
different conceptual perspectives on business processes. For example, metrics may be undefined for one or
more of the following: components of a business process, business process perspectives, critical information
for auditing the business process, and business process presentation layers. This paper addresses these gaps
by paying attention to PBF and various conceptual perspectives for a successful PBF detection approach.
INDEX TERMS Business process fraud, fraud detection, fraud indicators, fraud metrics, process-based
fraud, systematic literature review.

I. INTRODUCTION

Awareness of fraud and its corresponding countermeasures
has increased after several instances of fraud were exposed
in the early part of the 21st century (e.g., Enron in 2001,
MCI WorldCom in 2002, Parmalat in 2003, Lehman Brothers
in 2008, Fannie Mae in 2008, Satyam in 2009, Olympus
in 2011, and HRE in 2011) [1], [2]. The collapse of Enron
created a loss of approximately $70 billion in the capital
markets [3]. In 2017, the Annual Fraud Indicator showed that
fraud-related losses to the UK economy were estimated at
£190 billion [4].
Financial devastation and a tarnished reputation are the
most obvious effects of fraud on organizations [5]. Fraud
ultimately leads to increased costs while damaging customer
experience and external relations [5]. Fraudulent incidents

have escalated in recent years [6], thus creating a severe
problem globally [7].
Fraud is difficult to prevent and detect [8] because it is
an irregular, imperceptibly hidden, time-evolving, and usually carefully planned crime that can take many forms [9].
Nonetheless, implementing fraud detection techniques can
help organizations identify and recognize fraud [8]. Detecting
fraud has become a priority in organizations [10] because
anti-fraud systems are ill-equipped to prevent every case of
fraud [11].
The Association of Certified Fraud Examiners1 (ACFE)
defines occupational fraud as an employee’s use of his or
her job for personal enrichment through the intentional abuse
or misapplication of the employing organization’s resources
or assets [12]. Occupational fraud includes fraud in business
processes, known as process-based fraud (PBF) [13].
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Business processes are a set of activities combined to
achieve business goals [14]. They involve systems, data,
and resources that may exist inside or outside an organization [15]. Also, business processes performed within a single
organization may involve cooperation with other organizations [14]. These processes are critical because they are the
backbone of the organization’s business [16] and determine
revenue. In addition, business processes shape the cost profile
of an organization [15] because, directly or indirectly, they
usually affect the financial accounts [17].
Because business processes are crucial to businesses, PBF
awareness and detection should be a top management concern
[18]. However, the scale of fraudulent manipulations is vast
and continues to increase [19]. Moreover, PBF detection is
not well addressed [11].
This study involved a systematic literature review of fraud
detection metrics2 in business processes. Content analysis
was used to survey the existing PBF detection metrics and
examine whether they address all the conceptual perspectives
on business processes. The study is organized as follows:
Section 2 provides a background to the literature review
study, Section 3 explains the literature review method and
results, and Section 4 offers conclusions.
II. BACKGROUND

In general, measurement is defined as the process of assigning
numbers or symbols to attributes (such as possible fraud
metrics) of entities (such as business processes) using welldefined rules [20]. Metrics are observable values that emerge
from a measurement. Business process measurement is ‘‘the
task of empirically and objectively assigning numbers to the
properties of business processes. . . to describe them’’ [21].
Thus, detection metrics for possible PBF are the observable
values from the appropriate measurements of the business
process. These metrics should include all fraud-related properties of business processes.
Business process measurement involves the following
tasks [22]–[24] as cited in [25]:
•
•
•
•

Selecting a measurement framework that describes how
the measurement should be carried out in general.
Defining the metrics used in the measurement process.
Specifying the data sources for the measurement.
Considering the implications of the business process
context, such as weather conditions and holiday seasons.

Metrics can be defined by applying the following
steps [26]:
•
•

Identifying the measured entity, namely, the business
process in this study.
Identifying the attributes of the entity to be measured
(such as process-performance anomaly attributes that
can be used for detecting fraud).

2 The terms ‘‘indicator,’’ ‘‘measure,’’ and ‘‘metric’’ are typically used
interchangeably [76]. However, ‘‘metric’’ is used in this study because it is
a general term clearly expressing the value of the measurement process.
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•

Defining the metric (such as anomalous process execution time, which may indicate possible fraud in the
business process).

The most important criteria for defining useful process
metrics are as follows [27]:
•

•
•

•

•

Accuracy: a metric should reflect reality by precisely
specifying the relationship between the metric and its
underlying attributes.
Cost-effectiveness: the cost of using a metric should
reflect the value derived from it.
Easy to understand: a metric’s stakeholders should need
to make only a basic cognitive effort to comprehend its
use.
Timeliness: a metric should be available fast enough
(within a reasonable timeframe) to take action based on
the analytical information it provides.
Actionable: there should be a clear relationship between
the actions of decision-makers and the observed metric;
for example, a metric should help decision-makers identify the cause of the problem.

A metric can be atomic (independent) or composite when
the metric itself depends on other metrics [28]. Moreover,
the metric value alone may not be enough for evaluating the
measured property. The value may require comparison with
other values or a threshold (limit) to be useful [28].
Metrics can be validated theoretically and empirically [29].
Theoretical validation might involve, for example, examining
the properties of the measurement scale (that is, nominal,
ordinal, interval, ratio, and absolute). Empirical validation
could involve conducting a survey, experiment, or a case
study. Both validations are essential to determine whether a
metric is valid, precise, useful, and that it measures what it
is intended to measure [29]. Most researchers agree that theoretical and empirical validations are necessary for defining
metrics [29]. Additionally, the development of an IT tool for
automatic metric calculations is considered an optional part
of defining a metric [28].
The study of detection metrics for possible PBF is
part of two main disciplines: fraud risk management and
business process management (BPM). They are described
below:
A. FRAUD RISK MANAGEMENT

Fraud risk management is the process of managing all fraud
risks in the organization. This includes evaluating potential
fraud risks associated with business processes to ensure the
achievement of business objectives [18]. Fraud risk management embraces both fraud detection and fraud prevention,
which are necessary for an effective strategy to combat fraud
[8]. Whereas fraud detection aims to discover and recognize
any fraudulent activities, fraud prevention seeks to avoid or
reduce fraud. Both are independent and should be aligned and
considered jointly [8].
The fraud triangle theory [30] offers a universal model for
describing and understanding key fraud characteristics [31].
VOLUME 8, 2020
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FIGURE 1. Ingredients of the business process. Source: [15].

The fraud triangle theory states that fraud is more likely when
three factors are present: pressure or incentives, opportunity,
and attitude or rationalization. The factors are described as
follows [3]: First, to conduct fraud, the perpetrator must
have an incentive or pressure to commit fraud (an employee
might have a financial or another type of obligation). Second,
the perpetrator can commit fraud by taking advantage of weak
internal control systems, inadequate security of company
assets or unclear policies concerning acceptable behavior.
Finally, the perpetrator rationalizes the fraudulent behavior
(an employee argues he has not received what he deserves).
Fraud can be classified into three types: ‘‘fraudulent
reporting,’’ ‘‘safeguarding of assets,’’ and ‘‘corruption’’ [32].
‘‘Fraudulent reporting’’ concerns deliberate misstatements
or omissions of amounts or disclosures (e.g., adjustment
of accounting records). ‘‘Safeguarding of assets’’ includes
protecting entities’ assets (e.g., property, cash) from theft.
‘‘Corruption’’ covers bribery and other illegal acts.
B. BUSINESS PROCESS MANAGEMENT

BPM is ‘‘a structured approach employing methods, policies,
metrics, management practices, and software tools to coordinate and continuously optimize an organization’s activities
and processes’’ [33]. This approach consists of analyzing,
designing, implementing, and continuously improving the
business processes of organizations [34]. Business processes
(BP) can be defined as an assembly of interrelated events,
activities, and decision points that involve a number of actors
(human actors such as suppliers, employees, and customers
along with organizations and software systems) and objects
(such as equipment, materials, products, paper documents,
electronic documents, and electronic records) to achieve an
outcome that is of value to at least one customer [15].
These form the ingredients of the business process, as shown
in Fig. 1. Because each process ingredient can be exposed to
fraud, PBF assessment should consider them all. Successful
fraud detection efforts should consider the entire business
process and identify where fraud might originate [35].
III. LITERATURE REVIEW
A. METHOD

A systematic literature review was conducted as follows:
1. First-round literature review: A preliminary manuscript search was conducted on Google Scholar,
VOLUME 8, 2020
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Science Direct, IEEE Xplore, Springer Link, Web of
Science, and ProQuest Computing databases using initial keywords3 to obtain an overview of the topic and
check for duplicates.
Keyword refinement4 : The initial keywords were
refined by considering the keywords of the studies
identified in step 1. Additionally, synonyms of the
keywords were included to make the search more
comprehensive.
Inclusion criteria: In this step, the inclusion criteria
were defined for selecting relevant papers. The inclusion criteria stipulated the inclusion of any research
article that explicitly dealt with fraud detection in business processes.
Second-round literature review: A new search was
conducted on the target library databases (mentioned
in step 1) using the refined list of keywords. All
research results that met the inclusion criteria from
step 3 were retained. The last search was conducted on
February 13, 2019.
Backward and forward searches: A backward and
forward search was conducted on the studies found in
step 4, examining the references in both the selected
studies (backward search) and the studies that cite them
(forward search).
Result update: The alerts feature in Google Scholar
was used to receive notifications about new studies that
satisfied the inclusion criteria.

ATLAS.ti software5 was used for analyzing the literature.
The ATLAS.ti software is a qualitative data analysis software
that supports literature analysis [36].
B. RESULTS

Table 1 summarizes the results of the literature search. Ultimately, 75 studies were selected and analyzed.
The first-round literature review yielded five results without duplicates. Three results were from Google Scholar and
one result each from the IEEE Xplore and Web of Science
databases.
The second-round literature review produced 54 results:
•

•

Google Scholar produced 17,900 results. The first
400 results were checked. Most of the results after the
first 100 were not relevant to the topic of PBF detection.
After reviewing the results, 36 studies were selected.
ScienceDirect produced 85 results. The advanced search
feature was used to refine the results by searching for
‘‘fraud’’ in the ‘‘title, abstract or keywords’’ field. After
reviewing the results, two studies were selected.

3 The initial search keywords are: fraud AND (BPM OR ‘‘business process’’) AND (metrics OR indicators OR measures OR detection) AND
(‘‘literature review’’ OR review).
4 The final search keywords are: fraud AND (BPM OR ‘‘business process’’) AND (assess OR metrics OR symptoms OR indicators OR patterns
OR KPIs OR measures OR ‘‘red flags’’ OR detection).
5 www.atlasti.com.
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TABLE 1. Literature review search results.

FIGURE 2. Literature map.

•
•

•
•

•

IEEE Xplore produced 19 results. After reviewing the
results, five studies were selected.
Springer Link produced 27 results. The advanced search
feature was used to search for ‘‘fraud’’ in the ‘‘title’’
field. After reviewing, two studies were selected.
Web of Science produced 26 results. Of these, four
studies were selected.
ProQuest Computing produced 152 results by using the
‘‘document title’’ field in the advanced search section.
However, news as a source type was excluded. After
reviewing the results and discarding duplicate results
from other databases, one study was selected.
Backward and forward searches performed on the
selected results yielded an additional three references.
Furthermore, 18 references about the general fraud
detection technical techniques were added by using
backward and forward searches. Although these references implicitly mentioned PBF detection, they are
needed to cover the general technical methods of fraud
detection in order to make this literature review comprehensive.

Fig. 2 summarizes the results of the content analysis by
mapping the relevant topics and presenting their status in
terms of their frequency in the literature. It indicates that the
topics ‘‘detection metrics for possible fraud’’ and ‘‘detection
metrics for possible process-based fraud’’ are closely related.
Thus, the following subsections review these topics.
1) DETECTION METRICS FOR POSSIBLE FRAUD

The most successful and common metrics used for fraud
detection are the ‘‘red flags’’ [8], [30]. Red flags are a collection of circumstances that are extraordinary or deviate from
the usual state [30]. Red flags are signs of potentially fraudulent behavior because they indicate that something irregular
may have occurred [37]. A red flag is only a pointer that an
26896

investigation is needed [30]; it cannot confirm the existence
of fraudulent activity [38]. The Statement on Auditing Standards No. 99 (AICPA, 2012a) asks external auditors to utilize
red flags to detect fraudulent financial reporting [39].
The red flags in SAS No. 99 are classified by the fraud
triangle theory as follows [38]: (1) pressure red flags that
measure deviance from certain specified goals; (2) opportunity red flags that measure how much responsibility or
oversight is missing; and (3) rationalization red flags that
measure a perpetrator’s internal justification for committing
fraud by incorrect reasoning [39].
To examine the effectiveness of red flags for detecting
fraud in SAS No. 99, Moyes et al. [39] conducted a survey
of 52 internal and 40 external auditors. They found that red
flags vary in effectiveness; specifically, opportunity red flags
were identified by the external auditors as most significant in
detecting fraud. To explore behavioral red flags, Sandhu [40]
interviewed 26 individuals who had been personally involved
in either a fraud investigation or a fraud observation. Interviewees highlighted the following behavioral characteristics as
red flags: strong ambition, social aloofness, extended working hours, dissatisfaction with the current job, justification of
unethical behavior, personal problems, and living standards
disproportionate to current means.
Information Technology (IT) can help detect red flags, for
example, when they are encoded to reflect expert rules and
incorporated into a rule engine [8]. Moreover, the following
analysis techniques can generally be useful for fraud detection [41]:
• Filtering: this technique enables the user to select only
the suspect data rather than the complete data, which
may be challenging to examine. For example, applying a
filter to focus attention on transactions outside the norm.
• Using equations for recalculation: equations can be
used to check values or examine logical relationships
for validating the organization’s final calculations. For
example, auditors can apply an equation for calculating
VOLUME 8, 2020
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•

•

•

•

•

•

•

the total price by multiplying the quantity by the unit
price and comparing the result with the amount charged
on each invoice.
Finding gaps: searching for missing items in a series
or sequence can help detect fraud. For example, finding
gaps in check or purchase order numbers.
Utilizing summary statistics (such as sums, averages,
deviations, min-max values, sorting, grouping, and
aggregating): statistical analysis can provide a quick
summary of the data that reveals irregularities in the
numeric fields before a detailed analysis begins. For
example, sorting helps to find data outliers for further
investigation.
Finding duplicates in the data (such as duplicate suppliers, contracts, or invoices): this technique entails
looking for duplicate data in fields that should contain
unique values and, therefore, may require a fraud investigation. For example, duplicate invoice numbers may
indicate that an invoice has been paid twice.
Using pivot tables: these tables are used to analyze the
data from multiple dimensions to create a comprehensive view of the business. For example, creating a pivot
table for employee payment transactions and combining
it with the type of payments (salary, overtime, and shift
premium) can reveal unusual combinations.
Using trend analysis: this technique analyzes information from several years or locations to identify irregularities in the data. For example, the existence of many
return transactions due to defects may indicate possible
fraud in which someone is purchasing inferior goods and
receiving a kickback from the vendor.
Using regression analysis: regressions are used to predict values or to match actual values with predicted
values to identify anomalies in the data. For example,
a building manager receives cash for an apartment rental
and fails to register the lease with the building owner.
Regression analysis can be used to predict the number
of apartments rented based on the usage of electricity or
water.
Using a simulation: this technique simulates a system’s
proper functioning for verification. For example, auditors can obtain the input data necessary for determining
the correct employee benefit amounts and independently
replicate the calculations done by the corresponding
system to check if the benefit calculations have been
altered to favor certain parties.

Furthermore, using IT through data mining-based methods
is common for detecting fraud [12]. Data mining-based methods process large quantities of data to derive an underlying
meaning [42]. These methods can be categorized into six
main categories: classification, clustering, regression, outlier
detection, visualization, and prediction [43], [44], as cited
in [12]. In addition, data mining methods combine multiple
techniques from other domains such as statistics, machine
learning, high-performance computing, and many application
VOLUME 8, 2020

domains [45]. Numerous data mining methods that have been
commonly used for detecting fraud are described in Table 2.
These methods can be used alone or combined with other
techniques to build a robust detection system [12].
The best way to use data mining methods for fraud detection is by using them for classifying suspicious transactions
for further consideration [42]. However, data mining methods face some challenges that may obstruct their performance such as concept drifting (i.e., changes that happen
over time), supporting real-time detection, skewed distribution (i.e., where there are many fewer samples of fraudulent
cases than standard cases), the handling of a large amount
of data, typical classification problems like feature selection
and parameter tuning, and disproportionate misclassification
cost [12], [47]. A technical comparison between the common
data mining methods for detecting financial fraud is shown
in Table 3 [42].
2) DETECTION METRICS FOR POSSIBLE
PROCESS-BASED FRAUD

PBF can be detected when business processes deviate from
standard operating procedures [11]. Although a simple deviation from the business process is not necessarily fraud,
the deviation signals the need for further investigation to
prove or disprove the existence of fraud.
Mueller-Wickop [59] and Schultz [60] conducted semistructured interviews to identify the key information for
auditing business processes; this information is summarized
in Table 4 [17].
Business processes involve multiple perspectives [62].
First, the control-flow perspective represents the ordering
of activities in the business process. Second, the resource
perspective deals with the process resource that is responsible
for transforming the process work. It includes issues such as
roles, organizational units, and authorizations. Third, the data
perspective highlights data matters in the process, including
decisions, data creation, and forms. Fourth, the time perspective involves time-related issues such as any applicable
durations and deadlines [62]. Fifth, the function perspective
describes process activities and related applications. Lastly,
the context perspective is related to process context issues
such as location and the social context [63].
Business processes can be displayed in several presentation
layers that highlight different information for process auditing, as shown in Table 5 [17].
The first layer is the process map that provides the information required to plan and define the scope for the overall
audit. The process map provides an essential overview of the
relevant processes by presenting process information in an
aggregated form. It can be used at the planning stages of a
business process audit [17]. An example process map diagram
is shown in Fig. 3. In this process map, every business process
is depicted as a separate line. The length of each process
line corresponds to the number of distinct activities in the
process, and thus immediately reflects the complexity of the
process. The number attached to each colored line shows
26897
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TABLE 2. Data mining methods commonly used for detecting fraud.

TABLE 2. (Continued) Data mining methods commonly used for
detecting fraud.

FIGURE 3. Example of a process map. Source: [17].

the frequency of each business process, where the color heat
map ranging from low (blue) to high (red) depicts relative
frequency. Line thickness shows the portion of the overall
26898

posting volume produced by a process. The figure shows
that a total volume of 172,219,613,335.04 is posted in the
financial accounts by 362 business processes.
The second layer is the stream layer; it can be used to
zoom in from the overall process map to a more detailed level.
It enables examination of a collection of business processes
that affect specific financial accounts or sets of accounts (such
as payable accounts). Organization auditors may give more
attention to business processes with a high fraud risk such
as the order-to-cash cycle, the procure-to-pay cycle, payroll,
and inventory processes [64]. Focusing on high-risk financial
accounts inside the business process could reveal suspicious
account pairings, such as debt to depreciation [64]. An example of a process stream is shown in Fig. 4. It represents the
set of business processes that generated journal entries on
a particular account. The represented processes account for
a total posting volume of 3,079,735.88.10 on the payables
account 160000. Every business process instance is depicted
as a separate line (similar to the process map) as follows:
The length of the line shows the complexity of the process;
VOLUME 8, 2020
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TABLE 3. Relevant properties of data mining methods for financial fraud.
detection. Source: [42].

TABLE 3. (Continued) Relevant properties of data mining methods for
financial fraud. detection. Source: [42].

FIGURE 4. Example of a process stream. Source: [17].

the number attached to the upper end of each line and color
shows the frequency of the business process, and the numbers
at the lower end reflect the process IDs; the thickness of a
VOLUME 8, 2020

line shows the total posting volume that was created by the
process; and the numbers to the left of each process show the
overall posting volume from each process.
The third layer is the process model that provides detailed
information about the activities executed within the process
model. This detailed information enables the process auditor
to detect any invalid, inaccurate, incomplete, or unauthorized
transactions [17]. Furthermore, it helps the auditor examine
if a particular control works [17]. The fourth layer is the
instance model that provides information about data entries
produced by a particular execution of a business process.
The instance layer can be used to understand the audit trail
in an information system. Additionally, it can be used to
examine the effectiveness of internal controls and to identify
26899
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TABLE 4. Key information concepts for auditing business processes.
Adapted from [17].

and evaluate the impact of process deviations or compliance
violations [17].
In the literature, there are many implementation techniques
for detecting fraud in business processes. Jans et al. [65] proposed a method for detecting possible PBF by using process
mining techniques but omitted a technical implementation.
The method uses some detection metrics for possible PBF by
considering the use of control flow analysis, role analysis, and
performance analysis to examine business process deviations.
Stoop [66] proposed the 1 + 5 + 1 concept, which consists of:
(1) log preparation + (5) {a} log analysis, {b} performance
analysis, {c} social analysis, {d} conformance analysis, and
{e} process analysis using sorting, summarization, joining
and aging, filters, summarization + (1) refocusing, and iteration. Even when the 1 + 5 + 1 concept is used, process-based
fraud cannot be detected automatically and human experts
are needed. Samo et al. [67] used process mining algorithms
and hybrid association rule learning (ARL) to implement
26900

TABLE 5. Representation layers of business processes. Adapted from [17].

some compliance checking rules with weights for detecting
possible fraud. The process mining algorithms were used to
detect deviations in the process model, and ARL algorithms
were used to detect fraudulent behavior as an additional
metric. However, this was done subjectively. Huda et al. [68]
applied fuzzy logic to detect low deviations, where judgment
on whether the deviation is fraudulent is based on a fraud
rating. An improved study by Huda et al. [11] included the
behavior of the event originator as a metric to increase precision and showed that the behavior of the originator metric
could increase the accuracy level by 3%. However, all these
techniques are still not sufficiently able to detect possible
fraud [11].
The literature review reveals that fraud detection techniques are usually built based on the anomaly, misuse,
or hybrid detecting approaches, as depicted in Fig. 5 [12].
VOLUME 8, 2020
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TABLE 6. Fraud detection metrics in business processes.

FIGURE 5. Fraud detection approaches.

Anomaly-based fraud detection is performed by capturing
any deviation from normal or safe behavior [69]. This
approach can help detect new fraud but suffers from a lack of
generalization capability and the presence of high false alarm
rates [70]. This approach is commonly implemented by three
machine learning techniques: supervised, unsupervised, and
semi-supervised [71]. First, the supervised learning technique
requires data to be labeled as ‘‘fraud’’ and ‘‘nonfraud’’ and
involves training a classifier. It is the most popular technique,
and it has the advantages of being meaningful to humans
and is easy to use regarding discriminative pattern classification and data regression. However, it has some limitations,
such as the difficulty of collecting and finding distinctive
labels. Second, the unsupervised learning technique does
not require predefined labeled data, as there is no class
label for model construction. It delivers a new explanation
or representation of the observed data to improved future
decisions [47]. The unsupervised learning technique detects
fraud under the assumption that most of the cases in the
dataset are nonfraud. However, the advantage of not relying
on accurate identification for labeled data is limited by the
problem of deception by camouflage techniques that seem to
comply with normal behavior [8]. Third, the semi-supervised
learning technique is situated between supervised and unsupervised learning. It delivers better performance compared to
supervised learning, as it includes some labeled data and a
large amount of unlabeled data. In addition, the misuse-based
fraud detection approach is built by using known patterns of
misuse to detect any suspicious transaction. It is an expert
system that considers a fast and straightforward detection
approach but is limited to the known patterns of misuse [12].
Lastly, the hybrid approach of misuse and anomaly detection
combines anomaly-based and misuse-based fraud detection
[12]. Selecting the best approach depends on the application
domain and the case situation [72]. However, the anomalybased approach is the most common [12].
Table 6 summarizes the literature on the detection metrics for possible fraud in business processes. Each metric
is defined along with its respective reference studies. Most
current PBF detection metrics mentioned in the literature
have insufficient theoretical validation. Moreover, the current metrics do not fully address some essential conceptual
VOLUME 8, 2020

business process perspectives, such as ingredients of a business process, business process perspectives, and business
process presentation layers. However, all these conceptual
perspectives should be used to develop metrics to ensure a
complete and effective approach for detecting possible fraud
in business processes. For example, by using the business
process presentation layers, the current metric, the ‘‘skipped
activity,’’ can be extended to cover skipped instances, skipped
processes, and skipped streams. These extensive metrics can
be used by the fraud examiners to enhance the review of
possible PBF in organizations. Additionally, the tightening of
the conceptual business process perspectives will enable the
developers of the PBF detection techniques to have a holistic
view of PBF detection that enables them to develop improved
techniques for detecting PBF.
IV. CONCLUSION

This study offers a better understanding of the current state
of fraud detection by concentrating on fraud in business
processes that operationalize organizational strategies to promote future efforts of researchers and practitioners in this
critical research field. It identifies the most relevant topics
and examines the existing metrics by conducting a systematic
26901
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literature review. The literature review yielded 76 studies
that were selected and analyzed by using content analysis
to provide a firm theoretical foundation for adequate fraud
detection in business processes. This includes specifying the
most critical conceptual perspectives to be considered in
detecting PBF that are components of a business process,
business process perspectives, critical information for auditing the business process, and business process presentation
layers.
The proposed literature map reveals that both BPM and
fraud risk management are the primary domains of this study,
and they have received considerable attention in the literature.
Although a large body of research has examined detection
metrics for possible fraud (e.g., ‘‘red flags’’), less attention
has been paid to PBF, which found that fraud can be detected
when business processes deviate from standard operating
procedures. The detection metrics for possible PBF, which
are commonly implemented by using process and data mining
methods, have also received little attention in the literature.
Only eight detection metrics for possible fraud in business
processes (skipped activity, wrong resources, wrong duty,
wrong pattern, wrong decision, wrong throughput time, parallel event, and originator behavior) are found in the literature
review. These metrics do not address the needs of the different conceptual perspectives on business processes and have
insufficient theoretical validation. A successful fraud detection approach should tightly integrate the conceptual perspectives of business processes. This substantiates the need for
future research to extend the current detection metrics of PBF.
In future research, extending fraud detection metrics in
business processes with an evaluation of their effectiveness of
exposing common fraud risks will be proposed. Furthermore,
a case study of specific business contexts will be conducted
where organizations apply and validate certain metrics as a
supplement to PBF detection models.
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